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ABOUT WORKPLACE SPANISH® PROGRAMS:The rapid growth of the Hispanic population &
workforce has created critical communication challenges for business, government, health care
and education. These language barriers often result in serious accidents, quality mistakes, and
poor service where it matters most in the workplace.Workplace Spanish® programs are
designed to cut through language barriers by enabling adults to communicate, simply but
effectively, with Spanish-speaking co-workers, customers, patients or citizens. No grammar, no
language rules, no prior Spanish experience necessary.All Workplace Spanish® programs
include an 8.5" x 11" spiral bound manual and a complimentary audio CD. The manual is
organized into 5 sections:1. Introduction, Learning Tips, Spanish & Phonetic pronunciation 2.
Over 500 important Spanish terms & expressions for a particular occupation 3. Practice
conversations that are relevant to the particular workplace 4. "Drills for Skills" Quiz section to test
one's knowledge and progress 5. Alphabetical keyword list or glossary Workplace Spanish® for
Health Care is designed for a wide variety of health care professionals including doctors, nurses,
technicians, and administrative associates. The purpose is to help connect & communicate with
Spanish speaking patients to treat illness and injury and process medical transactions efficiently
and effectively.The program includes these key topics which are important in this occupation:-
Greeting patients - Asking basic language questions - Learning family members' names -
Numbers, Time, Timing, Days, Months - Getting personal & medical information - Examining
patients - Giving medical orders - Common symptoms, illnesses, injuries - Parts of the body in
Spanish - Medicines, Specialists, Dosages

From the PublisherYou don t have to be fluent to be effective! Our programs are used by top
companies, colleges and trade associations to learn job-specific Spanish without struggling
through grammar & rules.From the AuthorWorkplace Spanish® programs are designed to help
you communicate in Spanish, simply but effectively, in your occupation. They promote teamwork
& efficiency, reduce accidents & mistakes, and enable you to give better service to Latino
customers.About the AuthorTom Sutula, President and Founder of Workplace Spanish, Inc. is a
30 year business veteran who has faced language barriers in the workplace. He understands
that adults cannot devote years of study to learning Spanish and has pioneered the
development of easy-to-use, job-specific, Spanish training materials that do not require
knowledge of grammar or complex language rules.His company has trained almost 3,000
people in the Workplace Spanish® method of learning. His series of training programs consists
of 26 titles for occupations ranging from health care to government and from banking to
manufacturing.Workplace Spanish® materials have been used by more than 50,000 people
across the country and are taught by many community colleges, school districts and language



schools.Read more
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Renate, “Workplace Spanish for Health Care. I found it very useful at my workplace. The topics
are in a logical order and easy to find. In the past I tried to study other workbooks for the medical
field, but found them to complicated to stick with. This is a very basic course which gives enough
knowledge to communicate in a meaningful way with spanish speaking patients. I was able to
apply it right away.”

Barbara Bennett, “Five Stars. I love it!”

The book by Tom Sutula has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 6 people have provided feedback.
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